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Stage: Seed

Investment Ask: $500k

Website: www.joinjobox.com

Stage: Series A

Investment Ask: $2 million 

Website: www.rsamade.co.za

Stage: Seed

Investment Ask: $525K

Stage: Series A

Investment Ask: $1 million 

Website: www.ysconnect.co.za

JOBOX
Siphamandla Mazibuko

RSAMADE GROUP
Karamba Jabbie

TCSS TECHNOLOGIES
Carolina Mashakeni

YS CONNECT EMERGING 
TECHNOLOGIES
Desiree Emily dong

We’re an early talent discovery ecosystem built to connect employers, students 

and higher education institutions. Our focus is to improve graduate employability 

by ensuring all students have the skills they need to enter, stay in, and thrive 

in the world of work. Our ecosystem provides employers with access to vetted, 

diverse & affordable talent, students with work experience opportunities and 

higher education institutions with data-driven insights aimed at driving graduate 

employability forward.

RSAMade gives South African products an online, international presence.

Showcasing South Africa to the rest of the world, RSAMade an e-commerce 

web site which gives South African businesses the opportunity to be place their 

products and services in the hands of local and global consumers.

Our retail platform is the perfect place for South African products to be showcased 

to South Africa and the rest of the globe. Merchants are able to take their 

manufactured products and display them for the opportunity of global exposure, 

giving them recognition on a larger retail field.

TCSS TECHNOLOGIES provides high quality fiber installations. We service Telkom/

Openserve with FTTH or Fibre to the home installations. We have been serving 

Gauteng for more than 4 years and  have since installed over 10k lines to date and 

we continue doing so with our small but growing team. We aim to connect as 

many households in privileged and unprivileged communities and make accessing 

information easier to them and to also train young professionals who wish to 

operate in this growing industry.

Learn Crypto aims to demystify everything blockchain related so that it is easier for 

you to navigate the future of Web3, Blockchain and emerging technologies without 

the difficulties that many face. Users get all the information to kick start their 

blockchain tech experience, we provide exclusive info that will allow users to make 

informed decisions when participating in the web 3 space. We have and awesome 

community on Discord for a more interactive learning experience.



Stage: Seed

Investment Ask: $30k

Stage: Seed

Investment Ask: $1.3 million

Website: www.mapha.co

Stage: Seed

Investment Ask: $300k

Website: www.khoi.africa

VINTAGE DRAKENSBERG
Tshidi Mogale 

Stage: Pre-Seed

Investment Ask: $20k

Website: www.mavutanisolutions.co.za

MAVUTANI SOLUTIONS
Phineas Nkuna

MAPHA LOGISTICS
Loyiso Vatsha

KHOITECH
Seati Moloi

Vintage Drakensberg (Pty) Ltd renders professional construction, supply services 

and telecommunication. The company, we believe has placed itself as a reputable 

and significant role player in the provision of construction, supply services & 

telecommunication in the country. Vintage Drakensberg (Pty) Ltd consists of 

experienced professionals, who strive to provide quality management services to its 

clients. The staff has an intimate knowledge and understanding of South Africa and 

of the uniqueness of the problems and challenges in the built environment.

Distributor of Telkom SA only products & Service through branded foot-soldiers and 

retail stores throughout Giyani, Phalaborwa, Elim, Turfloop, Seshego, Malamulele, 

and parts of Gauteng. Mavutani also provides an airtime sales app, Chela, which 

allows you to recharge your own Wi-Fi device and save money on Telkom bundles.

Mapha is a technology company that connects people with the best their Kasi 

has to offer. We enable local businesses to meet consumers’ needs of ease and 

convenience, and, in turn, generate new ways for people to earn, work, and live. By 

building the last-mile logistics infrastructure for local commerce, we’re fulfilling our 

mission to grow and empower local economies.

Khoi Tech is an African technology start-up that specialises in consumer electronics 

and related software services. Established in 2020, Khoi Tech (Pty) Ltd is on a 

mission to make wearable technologies more accessible for African people and 

contribute to the wellbeing of our customers and become the number-one 

consumer tech brand in Africa.

 


